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Abstract 

India is a non-Arab country where Arabic language and literature grew and develop through the different period. Though it is 
not official language but it has a great importance in India. India’s first substantial contact with the Arabic language come when the 
Arab Muslims settled in the western Indian province of Sind. The Arabic language continued to flourish further under the patronage of 
the Mughal rulers in India. After the independence of India, department of Arabic language and literature have been established in 
many colleges, state universities and central universities. Many Indian Muslim scholars have greatly contributed Arabic language and 
literature in different branches of it. Such as Hadith, Tafseer, Arabic Grammar, Arabic lexicography and Islamic Jurisprudence. This 
paper has made an attempt to analyze the process and extend of development of Arabic language and literature in India since its 
arrival, indicating career prospects in the day to come.  
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Introduction   

The Indo-Arab connection predates the spread of Islam. Through the commercial trips they knew India long before advent of 
Islam. There was frequent Arab seafaring on the southern and western coast of India which culminated in Arab settlements in some 
parts of India. The Arab merchants established business communication in the south west coast of India. The Indian merchants also 
made extensive voyages to the Arab world for trade. The regular commercial interaction between Arab and Indians throughout the 
period culminated in influencing each other language and culture. So, it is clear that the trade played a vital role in strengthening 
relations between India and the Arab world. 

 
 Arabic language and literature and Islamic studies grew and developed under the patronages of Muslim rulers. A large 
number of renewed scholars made a great contribution in different branches of Arabic language and literature and Islamic studies. 
Such as Arabic magazine, Arabic Grammar, Philosophy, Lexicography, Islamic Jurisprudence, Tafseer and Hadith. 
 
Discussion  
 In Pre-Islamic period, the Arabs had close commercial and cultural relations with the Indians in pre-Islamic period. Our 
friendship dates back to the very ancient time in history when Indian and Arab sailors plied their ships across the seas and established 
commercial links with each other. As a result, Arab traders built their permanent settlements on the western coast of India which 
played in important role in exchange of Indo-Arab cultural relations. The trading Arab groups established communities of especially 
on south west coast. Indian goods were moved to Yeman and then to Syria, Egypt and even Europe. Parallel to this, Indian maritime 
traders made extensive voyages to the Arab world for the purpose of trade. In so far as the gulf coast was concerned a considerable 
number of Indians appeared to have migrated there in pre-Islamic era, either to established business, seek employment with Arab 
traders. The Indian groups which migrated and enjoyed greater position in the Arab world to name a few were Zatt, Maids, Sayabjah 
etc.1  
 
 The Arabs were great trading community and masterful navigators, who rode the monsoon and knew India from time in 
immemorial. They brought Islam to India in the life time of prophet Muhammod(s) and the faith was well and widely established 
before any Muslim conquest, including emhemeral foray of Muhammod Bin Qasim in the right century and well before Mohammad 
Ghouri’s Delhi Sultanate. A part from faith and culture, another gift the Arabs gave us the name India, a derivative forms al Hind and 
its French and European translation ‘Inde’. The term Hindi or Hindu initially applied inclusively to all those living in Hindustan and 
not to any faith or language.2 
 From the year 636 AD onwards scattered settlement of Arab Muslim sprang up in western India, particularly in Malabar. The 
new faith was well received by the people of South India. In Malabar, the Arabs came to be known a Mopilla the ancestor of the 
present day Moplah. Moplas are found in the south Karala and Nelgiri district of Tamil Nadu. They were permitted to build mosques 
and ‘Malik-e-juma Masjid’ at Cranagonore was the first Mosque built on Indian soil. Gradually Islam took its root in the south India.3 
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Description of the Topic  
Islam with its very advent caused a revolution, the word over soon the half of the world was under the green flag of Muslim. 

India is one of the most well-known non-Arab country where Arabic language grew and develop throughout the different periods. 
Indian history witness that Indian’s first substantial contact with Arabic language came when the Arab Muslims settled in the western 
India. Arabic language,literature and Islamic studies flourished in Indian sub-continent throughout the period. 

 
(i)  Period of Delhi Sultanate  

Arabic language and literature continued to flourish under the patronage of Muslim rulers of the Mamluk deynesty, the Khilji 
dynesty, the sayyed dynesty and the lodi dynesty in Delhi, the Bahaminis and Adil-Shahis in the Decan, the sultans in Gujrat, Shah 
Mirs in Kashmir and the Ilyas Shahis in Bengal. Though the language of their court was one of the Indian languages or Persian the 
rulers of three dynesties continued to patronize the scholars of Arabic language and literature and Islamic studies. We may find 
hundreds of renowned scholars who made a great contribution to the Arabic language in different genres. They are (a) the eminent 
Muhddith Hasan al-Saghani al Lahuri who wrote “Al Ubab al-Zahhir wa- al-Lubab al Fakhir” and Mashareq al Anwar al-Nabiwiya fi 
Sehah al Akhbar al Mustafawiya”. (b) Nizamuddin Auliya who was famous for his valuable speech in Arabic. His renowned deciple 
Amir Khusru who used to compose poems in Arabic, Turkis, Persian and Hindi. (c) Sheikh Safiuddin Hendi, who went to Yaman and 
Egypt for higher studies.His more famous books are Al-Fayeq fi Usool al-Deen and Al-Risalat al- Tisiniyah fi al usool al Deeniah. 
(d)Abdul Mukhtader, a great poet who is famous for the poem entitled “Qasidah Lamiyah”. Ahmad Thanesary, who composed his 
famous poem “Qasidah Daliyah”.  

 
(ii)  Mughal Period  

The rulers during the Mughal Empire gave a new impetus to Arabic language by extending their patronage to theologians, 
writers and learned man. Minister of Human Resource Development (HRD) Mr. Madhavraw Seindhia while addressing a Muslim 
education conference held in Delhi on 7th May 1995 stated that there were 1,25,000 Madrass in India during the time of Mughal reign 
in India. During the Mughal reign in India, we find many Arabic scholars and authors than any of other dynasty which had ruled in 
India. Some of the scholars and authors of this period have acquired name and fame in India and their works are greatly appreciated in 
the Arab world. The more famous among them are-  

(a)  Abu al- Faiz ibn Mubarok Faidi: - His famous books are Sawati al Ilham and Mawaridul Kalam. 
(b) Abdul Haque Dehlovi: - His notable work is Lam’at al Taniqih.  
(c) Shaikh Ahmod Sarhindi: He is popularly known as Mujaddid i alf  i- thani and his famous book is Al Risala al Tahliliya.  
(d) Ali ibn Husamuddin: - His famous book is Kanzul Ummal 
(e) Muhammod ibne Tahir al Hanfi: - His notable works are Majma-u-Biharul Anwar, Tazkiratul Mauduat and Al Mughni 
fi Asma al Rijal. 
(f) Mulla Muhamud al Janpuri: His famous books are Al Shamsul Bazighah al Farid, Harz al Imam and Diwan shi’r faris. 
 
There are some examples from the long list of renowned scholars of Mughal period. There are hundreds of other scholars 

who had command over the Arabic language, being experts of Hadith or Fiqh or Tafser or any other subject which were being taught 
in Arabic language. There were various madrassas and cultural institutions of learning under the personal guaidence scholarly interest 
of the Muslim rulers, which produced a number of writers, poet’s scholars, commentators of holy Quran and scholars of Hadith etc. 

 
Teaching and learning of Arabic language and literature in India played an important role in promotion and development of 

Arabic language and literature. A chain of Madrassas has been established throughout India to learn Arabic for religious purpose and 
later on it became an integral part of Indian education system particularly for the Muslims. These Madrassas not only provided 
religious teachings but they had produced a large number of scholars in the Quran, Hadith, Fiqh and other branches of Islamic leaning. 
These Madrassas have produced many outstanding experts of Arabic language and literature in India. 

 
The learning and teaching of Arabic language and literature is not limited to Madrassas but India attaches a great importance 

to Arabic language because it plays an important role to make a bilateral relation with Arab world. So, India had started imparting 
education of Modern Arabic language and literature and being taught in most of the Indian Universities and colleges. These 
institutions had been still producing a large number of renowned scholars who had greatly contributed in promoting and preserving 
Islamic culture and civilization in India. 

 
The Indian scholars greatly contributed in the different branches of Arabic language and literature and Islamic studies. Such 

as Arabic magazines, Arabic grammar and philosophy, Islamic jurisprudence, tafser and hadith. 
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(1) Arabic magazines  
The Indian Muslim scholars have a great contribution in different fields of Arabic language and literature. Some popular 
magazines are- 
(i) Al Bayan: It is one of the earliest Arabic magazines in India. It was published in the month of Dhul Hejah in 1319 A.H.  
(ii) Al- Dai: It has been the mouthpiece of Darul Ulum Deoband, published in July 1976 A.D.  
(iii) Saut al Ummah: It was published from Jamiah Salafiyyah of Benaros. 
(iv) Al-Majma al Ilmi al Hindi: It is a half yearly magazine that was published in 1976, Aligarh Muslim University. 
(v) Al- Sahwah al Islamiyyah: The renowned magazine was established by Jamiah Islamiyyah Darul Ulum Hyderabad in 
1989 AD.  
(vi) Al Bath al Islami: It was established by professor Muhammod al Hasaini in 1955, Luckhnow.  
(vii) Thaqafah al- Hind: It was published under the care of the Indian Foreign Ministry from Delhi. 
 

(2)  Arabic Grammar  
A good number of outstanding works on Arabic grammar have been published in India. Some of them are- 

 (i)  Al Ubab al Zakhir wa al Lubab al Fakhir by Hasan Sagani Lahori. 
 (ii)  Taj al Urus Shash al Qamus by Muhammod Murtada al zubaidi. 
 (iii) Kashshaf Fi Istilahat al Furun by Ala al Thanwi. 
 (iv) Riyad al Faid by Faid al Hassan al Saharanpurri. 
 (v) Al Farid by Mahmud bin Muhammod al Jonpuri 

 (vi) Misbah al lughat by Abdul Hafiz al Qasimi 
 (vii) Adab al Arab by Sheikh Sanaullah al Amritsari 
 (viii) Qamus al Quran by Sheikh Zainal Abidin 
 (ix) Rawdah al Adab Fi Tashil Kalam al Arab by Mustak Ahmed. 
 (x) Irshad al Nahw by Shahabuddin Ahmed bin Shamsuddin. 4 

 
(3) Islamic Jurisprudence  

The Indian Islamic scholar have produced a large number of outstanding books on Islamic jurisprudence. Some of them are--  
 (i) Al-Insaf fi Bayan Sabab al Ikhtilaf by Shah Waliullah Dehlowi. 

 (ii) Musallam al- Thubat by Muhibullah al Behari. The book which is on the principles of Islamic jurisprudence and 
gained wide fame throughout the country and abroad. 
(iii) Al- Fatawa al Hindiyyab was prepared by a group of twenty four renownd Indian Islamic scholars like Mufti 
Muhammod Akram Lahori,Qadi Muhammod Hasan al Jonpuri and Ali Akram. 
(iv) Hashiyah al- Hedayah by renowned Islamic scholar Abdul Hai Faruki. The book is a supercommentary of Hedayah and 
consisted of four volumes. 
(v)  Nail al Firqadain Fi Mas’alah Rafal Yadain by renowned Islamic scholar Anwarshah Kashmiri. The book deals with the 
controversy pertaining to some external aspects of offering prayer. 
(vi) Jami al- Athar by Moulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi. In this book the author has collected some those prophetic traditions from 
which the Hanafis draw conclusions in various matters relating to Islamic jurisprudence.  
(vii)  Al-Qawaid al Fiqhiyyah by Ali Ahmed Nadwi.The author has collected in it all the necessary information regarding the 
principles of Islamic jurisprudence. 
(viii) Al-Fiqh al- Maisar by Shafiqur Rahman al Nadwi. The work contains some rules of jurisprudence in the manner of the 
book Nur al Idah. 
(ix) Al-Ithaf li Madhhab al Ahnaf by Anwar Shah Kasmiri.It is in fact the commentary of the book Athar al Sunan by 
Muhammad bin Ali al Naimawi. 

 (x) Al-Siayah Fi Kashf Mafi sharh al Waqayah by Ubaid Ullah. It is a commentary of the book Sharh al-Wiqayah.  
 
(5)  Hadith literature  

Hadith consists of all that were said, done, practiced and approved by prophet Muhammad(s). Hadith means an item of news, 
a tale, a story or report. There are three main categories of hadith as Sahih, Hasan and Daif. 
Hadith literature is developed in India through the ages. The Indian Muslim scholars have produced a large number of 
outstanding books on Hadith. Some of the major works are- 
(i) Lam’at al Tanqih Ala Mishkah al Masabih by Abdul Hoque bin Saifuddin Dehlawi. The author has discussed in this book 
about linguistic commentary, grammatical particles, problems relating to Islamic jurisprudence and chain of narrations of 
Hadith. 
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(ii) Al Hashiyah Ala sahih al Bukhari by Abul Hasan al Sindhi. It explained the difficult words and metaphors that mentioned 
in Saheh Bhukhari. 

 (iii) Al- Maswa by Shah Waliullah Dehlawi. It is the commentary of Muwatta Imam Malik. 
 (iv) Mabadi wa Usul Fi Ilm Hadith al Rasul by Bilal Abdul Hai Hasani. The author has described in it regarding different 
categories of Hadith in four chapters. 

 (v) Tahdhib al Akhlaq by Abdul Hai Hasani. In this book the author has collected the prophetic traditions containing various 
 good qualities. 

(vi) Al Taliq al Sahih Ala Mishkah al Masabih by Muhammod Idris al Kandhlawi. The book was published in 1935 A.D. in 
damacus and it comprises six volumes. 
(vii) Tuhfah al Qari Bi Hall Mushkilat al Bukhari by sheikh Muhammod Idris al Kandhalawi. It deals with the difficult words 
and expressions used in the Sahih Bukhari. (viii) Dirasat fi al Hadith al Nabawi wa Tarikh Tadwinith by Dr. Muhammad 
Mustofa al Qasimi. The author has prepared the valuable treaties for obtaining doctorate degree from Cambridge University. 

 (ix) Al- Tarif al wajiz Bi Kutub al Hadith al Sharif by Salman Husaini Nadwi. 
 (x) Hayatus Sahaba is a large collection of about 2000 pages of events and incidents involving the Prophet Mohammad(s) and 

his companies. The book was edited by Moulana Yousuf Kandhlavi. 
 (xi) Mashriq al Anwar by Radi al Din Hasan al Saghani of Lahore. The book is regarded the first Indian works of hadith. 

 (xii) Suna al Huda fi Mutabat al Mustafa by Sheikh Abd al Nabi. Due to the credit of his work, he became popular and his 
name and fame had spread far and wide and remaind in the page of history for man. 
(xiii) Faid al bari sharh Sahih Bukhari by Abdul Awwal Ibne Ali al Husaini. He was regarded as the first commentator of 
Jami Bukhari. 
 

(6) Tafser literature (Commentry of the Holy Quran)  
 The Indian Muslim scholars have produced a number of books on Tafser throughout the ages. Some of the most popular 
works are- 

(i) Kashif al Haqaiq wa Qamus al Daqiq by Muhammad bin Ahmad Gujrati. The author has written this excellent work in the 
line of Sufism. 

 (ii) Tabsir al- Rahman wa Tabsir al Manan by Ala al Din al Shafi. It had been prepared in the manner of Tafsir e Jalalain. 
 (iii) Tafsir Multaqid by Sayyed Muhammad bin Yousuf Husaini in Arabic language in the line of Sufism. 
 (iv) Al- Tafsir al Muhammadi by Hasan Muhammad bin Ahmad Miyanji Ahmadabadi Gujrati.  

 (v) Tafsir Sawati al- Ilham by Abul Faid Faidi bin Mubarok Naghuri. In this book the author speaks about the significance of 
the Quranic verses in an excellent way. 

 (vi) Fath al Bayan Fi Maqasid al Quran by Siddiq Hasan Khan. The author has produced this tafsir which contains the 
 statement of prophet, the companions, the followers of the companions and the great Islamic scholars. 

(vii) Al Tafsirat al Ahmadiayah fi Bayan al ayat al shariyyah by Sheikh Ahmod who is known as Mulla Jiwan of Amethy. 
The book was published from Calcutta in 1846 AD and Mumbai in 1909 AD. 
(viii) Tafsir Thawaqib al Tanjil fi Ishrah al Tawil by Sheikh Ali Asghar Qanaije. The book is written alike in the mode of 
Tafsir al Jalalayn. 
(ix) Tafsir Quran al Quran bil Bayan by Sheikh Kalimullah Jahan Abadi. 
(x) Tafsir Anwar al Furqan wa Azhar al Quran by Sheikh Gulam Naqshaband of Lucknow. 
(xi) Tafsir al Quran Bi- Kalam- al- Rahman by a celebrated writer Sheikh Thana- Allah. 
(xii) Al Madkhal Ila al –Dirasat al Quraniyah by the eminent scholar Sheikh Abul Hasan Ali al Nadwi.  
 

Conclusion  
After the discussion, I have come to know that Arabic language have a great importance in India because it plays an 

important role in strengthening bilateral relations. For the purpose of maintaining its relations with the Arabs, India had started 
imparting education of modern Arabic language and literature. The Department of Arabic have been established in many universities 
and colleges and which have been playing an important role in strengthening the cultural bonds of age-old relations in the 
contemporary times.  
 
Foot Notes  
1.  Ilias MH, Cultural contours of India-West Asia Relations, P-114 
2. Verghese G.B., the Muslim and condition yesterday, today, tomorrow. P-09 
3. Ghosh S.K., Muslim in India Democracy, P-01 
4. Hasanuz Zaman,Glimps of Arabic literature P-349-350 
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